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WEEK 46: Sunday, 8 NOVEMBER - Saturday, 14 NOVEMBER 2020 ALL MARKETS
Date

2020-11-08

2020-11-08

2020-11-08

2020-11-08

2020-11-08

2020-11-08

2020-11-08

Start
Time

0540

0710

0925

1110

1330

1530

1750

Genre

Science Fiction

Biography

Animation

Comedy

Romantic Comedy

Science Fiction

Drama

Title

TV Guide Text

Country of Origin

Language

Year

Repeat

Classification

Consumer
Advice

SWEDEN

Swedish-100

2018

RPT

PG

lv

Closed
Captions

Subtitles

Alone In Space

In a not too distant future, the giant spacecraft Svea travels with only two
passengers - 12- year-old Gladys and her little brother Keaton. The children
have fled from a broken Earth and are heading towards the planet Vial, but
they never seem to arrive. They spend their days exploring the giant ship and
the only one they can talk to is the Japanese A.I. Otosan. But everything
changes when something unknown crashes into Svea - suddenly they are not
alone in space anymore.

Loving

Richard and Mildred Loving violate Virginia law prohibiting interracial marriage
UNITED KINGDOM
and, in 1967, take their fight to stay married to the Supreme Court.

English-100

2016

RPT

PG

a

Dilili In Paris

In Belle Epoque Paris, accompanied by a young scooter deliveryman, little
Kanak Dilili investigates mysterious kidnappings of girls.

FRANCE

English-100

2018

RPT

PG

a

Our Little Sister

Three sisters Sachi, Yoshino and Chika live together in a large house in the
seaside city of Kamakura. When their father absent from the family home for
the last 15 years dies, they travel to the countryside for his funeral and meet
their shy 14-year-old half-sister, Suzu. Bonding quickly with the orphaned
Suzu, they invite her to live with them. Suzu eagerly agrees, and a new life of
joyful discovery begins for the four siblings.

JAPAN

Japanese-100

2018

RPT

PG

Y

Sissi - The Fateful Years

The third film in the trilogy based on the life of Empress Elisabeth of Austria.
As Queen of Hungary, Sissi stays in Godolo, far from the loneliness of the royal
palace in Vienna and her cruel mother-in-law, Archduchess Sophie. Although
she loves her time there, she returns to Vienna to avoid Count Andrassy's
advances. However, she leaves Vienna again to recover from an attack of
tuberculosis. Directed by Ernst Marischka and stars Romy Schneider, Karl
Heinz Bohm and Magda Schneider.

GERMANY

German-100

1956

RPT

PG

Y

The Fifth Element

For ex-Marine Korben Dallas, life has become tediously repetitive - he drives a
flying cab for a living, and eats take away from the same Chinese restaurant,
which delivers directly to his window, every day. But little does Korben know,
a great extra-terrestrial Evil has teamed up with Zorg, and threatens to destroy
the Earth. Starring Bruce Willis, Gary Oldman and Milla Jovovich.

FRANCE

English-100

1997

RPT

PG

nsv

Looking Up

During a mission, a spacecraft loses all communication with base Earth. Now in
vast space, the trapped astronaut reflects on all the laughs, tears and precious
moments he spent with his father.

CHINA

Mandarin-100

2019

PG

alv

Premiere

Y

Y

Y

Y

2020-11-08

2020-11-08

2020-11-08

2020-11-08

2020-11-08

2020-11-09

2020-11-09

2020-11-09

2030

2130

2325

2530

2720

0515

0715

0955

Crime

Documentary Feature

Drama

Thriller

Comedy

Romantic Comedy

Drama

Animation

Sunday
Drama

With Pietro gone, it is Imma who surprisingly starts to take care of business.
With a couple of clever moves and a lot of courage she is suddenly in the pole
position. Ciro is left with no choice but to take his orders from her now, with
particular concern to her son Genny. And suddenly, Genny, with some
pressure from Imma, slowly starts to emancipate himself from his mentor
Ciro. When Imma finds a hole in the Savastano accounts managed by the
family's banker Franco Musi in Milan, she reveals the full extent of her
dedication, even ruthlessness.

ITALY

Italian-100

2014

MA

v

Y

Black
Lives
Matter
Collection

On April 29, 1992, Los Angeles exploded when four police officers were
acquitted in the beating of Rodney King. But the city had been smoldering for
years. This provocative documentary looks at how decades of racial tensions,
injustice, and a troubled relationship between the LAPD and the AfricanAmerican community led to the uprising. Local residents, artists and
community organisers share firsthand accounts of police brutality, the '65
Watts riots, the rise of LA street gangs, and the '92 incident.

USA

English-100

2017

MA

alv

Y

Border

Customs officer Tina is known for her extraordinary sense of smell. It’s almost
as if she can sniff out the guilt on anyone hiding something. But when Vore, a
suspicious-looking man, walks past her, her abilities are challenged for the first
time ever. Tina can sense Vore is hiding something she can’t identify. Even
worse, she feels a strange attraction to him. As Tina develops a special bond
with Vore and discovers his true identity, she also realises the truth about
herself. Tina, like Vore, does not belong to this world.

SWEDEN

Swedish-100

2018

RPT

MA

asv

Y

Disorder

Vincent, a French Special Forces soldier just back from Afghanistan, is suffering
from a post-traumatic stress disorder. He is hired to ensure the security of
Jessie, the wife of a rich Lebanese businessman at their luxurious villa
'Maryland'. As he starts experiencing a strange fascination for the woman he
has to protect, Vincent increasingly seems to fall into paranoia. Unless he is
right, and the danger is very real indeed. Directed by Alice Winocour, and stars
Diane Kruger and Paul Hamy.

BELGIUM

French-97;
English-3

2015

RPT

MA

v

Y

The Other Side Of Hope

A poker-playing restaurateur and former traveling salesman befriends a group
of refugees newly arrived to Finland.

FINLAND

Finnish-59; Arabic28; English-12;
Japanese-1

2017

RPT

M

av

Sissi - The Fateful Years

The third film in the trilogy based on the life of Empress Elisabeth of Austria.
As Queen of Hungary, Sissi stays in Godolo, far from the loneliness of the royal
palace in Vienna and her cruel mother-in-law, Archduchess Sophie. Although
she loves her time there, she returns to Vienna to avoid Count Andrassy's
advances. However, she leaves Vienna again to recover from an attack of
tuberculosis. Directed by Ernst Marischka and stars Romy Schneider, Karl
Heinz Bohm and Magda Schneider.

GERMANY

German-100

1956

RPT

PG

Looking Up

During a mission, a spacecraft loses all communication with base Earth. Now in
vast space, the trapped astronaut reflects on all the laughs, tears and precious
moments he spent with his father.

CHINA

Mandarin-100

2019

RPT

PG

Ernest and Celestine

In normal bear life, it is frowned upon to make friends with a mouse. But
Ernest, a big bear, a clown and musician who lives on the fringes of bear
society, welcomes little Celestine into his home. She is an orphan and has fled
the mouse world down below. These two solitary characters find support and
comfort in one another, but in the process, fly in the face of convention,
upsetting the established order.

FRANCE

English-100

2012

RPT

PG

Gomorrah

Burn Motherf***** Burn

Y

Y

Y

alv

2020-11-09

1125

Comedy

Whisky Galore

During World War II, the tiny Scottish island of Todday runs out of whisky.
When the freighter S.S. Cabinet Minister runs aground nearby during a heavy
fog, the islanders are delighted to learn that its cargo consists of 50,000 cases
of whisky. When officious English commanding officer Captain Waggett (Eddie UNITED KINGDOM
Izzard) demands return of the liquor, shopkeeper Joseph Macroon (Gregor
Fisher) and his daughters Peggy (Naomi Battrick) and Catriona (Ellie Kendrick)
spearhead an island rebellion.

2020-11-09

1315

Animation

Dilili In Paris

In Belle Epoque Paris, accompanied by a young scooter deliveryman, little
Kanak Dilili investigates mysterious kidnappings of girls.

Loving

Richard and Mildred Loving violate Virginia law prohibiting interracial marriage
UNITED KINGDOM
and, in 1967, take their fight to stay married to the Supreme Court.

Our Little Sister

Three sisters Sachi, Yoshino and Chika live together in a large house in the
seaside city of Kamakura. When their father absent from the family home for
the last 15 years dies, they travel to the countryside for his funeral and meet
their shy 14-year-old half-sister, Suzu. Bonding quickly with the orphaned
Suzu, they invite her to live with them. Suzu eagerly agrees, and a new life of
joyful discovery begins for the four siblings.

Delicatessen

Set in a post-apocalyptic future, a landlord who happens to be a butcher starts
slaughtering humans to feed his starving tenants, a practice which outrages a
vegetarian guerrilla group living in the sewers beneath the city streets. Winner
of four César Awards in 1992, including Best First Work. Directed by Marc Caro
and Jean-Pierre Jeunet, and stars Jean-Claude Dreyfus, Dominique Pinon and
Marie-Laure Dougnac.

FRANCE

French-100

1991

RPT

M

av

Sweet Country

Sweet Country is set in 1929 in the outback of the Northern Territory. It is the
story of a young boy called Philomac, who witnesses Sam, an Aboriginal
stockman kill station owner Harry Marsh in self defense. Sam and his pregnant
wife Lizzie go on the run and a posse pursues them across the outback. The
posse don't catch Sam, as he is a clever man and an expert bushman.
Eventually for the health of his pregnant wife, Sam gives himself up. A trial is
held in town and when the truth comes out in the courtroom about Sam's
actions, he is acquited. Justice has been served. Philomac and Sam set off on
their journey home, but soon after leaving town, a shot rings out and justice is
crushed.

AUSTRALIA

English-100

2017

RPT

M

av

Novo

Graham has total memory loss after an accident. He takes on lovers, but can
never remember them and must resort to writing notes on everything. Then
one day he recognises his son. A lusty homage to the film Memento. Written
and directed by Jean-Pierre Limosin, and stars Eduardo Noriega, Anna
Mouglalis and Nathalie Richard.

FRANCE

French-100

2002

RPT

MA

ans

Y

Who Killed Bambi?

Isabelle is a student-nurse in the surgical unit of a large hospital. Her cousin
Veronique works in the same unit. One night, in the corridors of the hospital,
Isabelle encounters Dr Philipp. Her head starts to swim and she falls in a faint
at the doctor's feet. The incident recurs repeatedly. She is increasingly puzzled
by this surgeon who haunts the hospital day and night, and shows an
unhealthy interest in her malaises. After a series of accidents during surgery
and the disappearance of a female patient, Isabelle begins to suspect Philipp is
responsible. Directed by Gilles Marchand (Harry, He's Here To Help) and stars
Laurent Lucas, Sophie Quinton and Catherine Jacob.

FRANCE

French-100

2003

RPT

MA

anv

Y

2020-11-09

2020-11-09

2020-11-09

2020-11-09

2020-11-09

2020-11-09

1500

1715

1935

2130

2335

2525

Biography

Comedy

Comedy

Western

Drama

Thriller

Black
Lives
Matter
Collection

English-100

2016

RPT

PG

l

English-100

2018

RPT

PG

a

English-100

2016

RPT

PG

a

JAPAN

Japanese-100

2018

RPT

PG

FRANCE

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

2020-11-09

2020-11-10

2020-11-10

2020-11-10

2020-11-10

2020-11-10

2020-11-10

2020-11-10

2745

0540

0725

0945

1145

1340

1620

1750

Comedy

Animation

Comedy

Romantic Comedy

Fantasy

Drama

Animation

Comedy

Delicatessen

Set in a post-apocalyptic future, a landlord who happens to be a butcher starts
slaughtering humans to feed his starving tenants, a practice which outrages a
vegetarian guerrilla group living in the sewers beneath the city streets. Winner
of four César Awards in 1992, including Best First Work. Directed by Marc Caro
and Jean-Pierre Jeunet, and stars Jean-Claude Dreyfus, Dominique Pinon and
Marie-Laure Dougnac.

FRANCE

French-100

1991

RPT

M

av

Y

Dilili In Paris

In Belle Epoque Paris, accompanied by a young scooter deliveryman, little
Kanak Dilili investigates mysterious kidnappings of girls.

FRANCE

English-100

2018

RPT

PG

a

Y

Our Little Sister

Three sisters Sachi, Yoshino and Chika live together in a large house in the
seaside city of Kamakura. When their father absent from the family home for
the last 15 years dies, they travel to the countryside for his funeral and meet
their shy 14-year-old half-sister, Suzu. Bonding quickly with the orphaned
Suzu, they invite her to live with them. Suzu eagerly agrees, and a new life of
joyful discovery begins for the four siblings.

JAPAN

Japanese-100

2018

RPT

PG

Y

Sissi - The Fateful Years

The third film in the trilogy based on the life of Empress Elisabeth of Austria.
As Queen of Hungary, Sissi stays in Godolo, far from the loneliness of the royal
palace in Vienna and her cruel mother-in-law, Archduchess Sophie. Although
she loves her time there, she returns to Vienna to avoid Count Andrassy's
advances. However, she leaves Vienna again to recover from an attack of
tuberculosis. Directed by Ernst Marischka and stars Romy Schneider, Karl
Heinz Bohm and Magda Schneider.

GERMANY

German-100

1956

RPT

PG

Y

The Piano Tuner Of Earthquakes

A mad doctor turns people into mechanical toys. Now he has the lovely opera
singer Malvina in his sights. Directed by Timothy Quay and Stephen Quay, and UNITED KINGDOM
stars Amira Casar and Gottfried John.

English-50;
Portuguese-50

2005

RPT

PG

Y

Looking Up

During a mission, a spacecraft loses all communication with base Earth. Now in
vast space, the trapped astronaut reflects on all the laughs, tears and precious
moments he spent with his father.

CHINA

Mandarin-100

2019

RPT

PG

Ernest and Celestine

In normal bear life, it is frowned upon to make friends with a mouse. But
Ernest, a big bear, a clown and musician who lives on the fringes of bear
society, welcomes little Celestine into his home. She is an orphan and has fled
the mouse world down below. These two solitary characters find support and
comfort in one another, but in the process, fly in the face of convention,
upsetting the established order.

FRANCE

English-100

2012

RPT

PG

Whisky Galore

During World War II, the tiny Scottish island of Todday runs out of whisky.
When the freighter S.S. Cabinet Minister runs aground nearby during a heavy
fog, the islanders are delighted to learn that its cargo consists of 50,000 cases
of whisky. When officious English commanding officer Captain Waggett (Eddie UNITED KINGDOM
Izzard) demands return of the liquor, shopkeeper Joseph Macroon (Gregor
Fisher) and his daughters Peggy (Naomi Battrick) and Catriona (Ellie Kendrick)
spearhead an island rebellion.

English-100

2016

RPT

PG

alv

l

2020-11-10

2020-11-10

1940

2130

Comedy

Drama

Irrational Man

Detroit

Black
Lives
Matter
Collection

Starring Joaquin Phoenix, Emma Stone and Parker Posey, Irrational Man is a
wry, upbeat comedy following a brilliant but tormented philosophy professor
in existential crisis. Abe (Phoenix) arrives at the small picturesque Braylin
College in Rhode Island feeling that his life is meaningless. His reputation
precedes him. Tales have been buzzing around campus of the notorious Abe
Lucas - a charismatic, radical romantic prone to bleak depressions. He quickly
draws the attention of Rita Richards (Posey), a lonely professor who fantasises
that Abe will rescue her from her unhappy marriage. Meanwhile, Abe attracts
another admirer in Jill Pollard (Stone), a bright young student who finds his
tortured artistic personality irresistible.

USA

English-100

2015

RPT

M

als

A security guard (John Boyega) is caught in the crossfire after a late-night
police raid sparks a violent revolt that spirals out of control and turns the city
into a war zone.

USA

English-100

2017

RPT

MA

av

FRANCE

French-100

1991

RPT

M

av

Y

Y

2020-11-10

2410

Comedy

Delicatessen

Set in a post-apocalyptic future, a landlord who happens to be a butcher starts
slaughtering humans to feed his starving tenants, a practice which outrages a
vegetarian guerrilla group living in the sewers beneath the city streets. Winner
of four César Awards in 1992, including Best First Work. Directed by Marc Caro
and Jean-Pierre Jeunet, and stars Jean-Claude Dreyfus, Dominique Pinon and
Marie-Laure Dougnac.

2020-11-10

2600

Drama

Girls Lost

Three young girls' friendship is tested after they plant a special flower. The
Nectar from the flower changes their lives, and friendship, forever.

SWEDEN

Swedish-100

2015

RPT

MA

al

Y

2020-11-10

2800

Drama

Happy End

A drama about a family set in Calais with the European refugee crisis as the
backdrop.

FRANCE

French-100

2017

RPT

M

als

Y

Ernest and Celestine

In normal bear life, it is frowned upon to make friends with a mouse. But
Ernest, a big bear, a clown and musician who lives on the fringes of bear
society, welcomes little Celestine into his home. She is an orphan and has fled
the mouse world down below. These two solitary characters find support and
comfort in one another, but in the process, fly in the face of convention,
upsetting the established order.

FRANCE

English-100

2012

RPT

PG

The Orator

Set deep on the lush Samoan island of Upolu, this is the tale of a love woven
by fate, parted by an unforgiving past, to be restored with courage.
Marginalised at the outskirts of the village, Saili lives quietly with his wife
Vaaiga and her teenage daughter Litia, until her brother Poto arrives
unexpectedly and demands she return to her family, ending seventeen years
of banishment. With his neighbours encroaching on his land and his family
threatened, Saili is forced to defy expectations and discover the depth and
strength of his love for his wife and family.

NEW ZEALAND

Samoan-100

2012

RPT

PG

a

Y

Whisky Galore

During World War II, the tiny Scottish island of Todday runs out of whisky.
When the freighter S.S. Cabinet Minister runs aground nearby during a heavy
fog, the islanders are delighted to learn that its cargo consists of 50,000 cases
of whisky. When officious English commanding officer Captain Waggett (Eddie UNITED KINGDOM
Izzard) demands return of the liquor, shopkeeper Joseph Macroon (Gregor
Fisher) and his daughters Peggy (Naomi Battrick) and Catriona (Ellie Kendrick)
spearhead an island rebellion.

English-100

2016

RPT

PG

l

2020-11-11

2020-11-11

2020-11-11

0600

0730

0935

Animation

Drama

Comedy

2020-11-11

2020-11-11

2020-11-11

2020-11-11

2020-11-11

2020-11-11

1125

1325

1540

1735

1935

2130

Family

Drama

Fantasy

Drama

Drama

Drama

The Castle Of Cagliostro

When master thief Lupin III discovers that the money he robbed from a casino
is counterfeit, he goes to Cagliostro, rumoured to be the source of the forgery.
There he discovers a beautiful princess, Clarisse, who's being forced to marry
the count. In order to rescue Clarisse and foil the count, Lupin teams up with
his regular adversary, Inspector Zenigata, and fellow thief Fujiko Mine.

Mary Shelley

She will forever be remembered as the writer who gave the world
Frankenstein. But the real life story of Mary Shelley - and the creation of her
immortal monster - is nearly as fantastical as her fiction.

The Piano Tuner Of Earthquakes

A mad doctor turns people into mechanical toys. Now he has the lovely opera
singer Malvina in his sights. Directed by Timothy Quay and Stephen Quay, and UNITED KINGDOM
stars Amira Casar and Gottfried John.

Viceroy's House

In 1947, Lord Mountbatten assumes the post of last Viceroy, charged with
handing India back to its people, living upstairs at the house which was the
home of British rulers, whilst 500 Hindu, Muslim and Sikh servants lived
downstairs.

An Education

Sitting In Limbo

Black
Lives
Matter
Collection

JAPAN

English-100

1979

RPT

PG

Y

UNITED KINGDOM

English-100

2017

RPT

PG

English-50;
Portuguese-50

2005

RPT

PG

UNITED KINGDOM

English-100

2017

RPT

PG

a

Y

London, 1961. Smart, attractive 16-year-old Jenny finds her traditional
education replaced by something slightly more sinister when an older, more
worldly suitor sweeps her off of her feet while placing her future in jeopardy.
UNITED KINGDOM
Nominated for three Academy Awards in 2010, including Best Picture.
Directed by Lone Scherfig and stars Carey Mulligan, Peter Sarsgaard and Alfred
Molina.

English-100

2009

RPT

M

a

Y

Based on a shocking story from the Windrush Scandal. After 50 years in the
UK, Anthony Bryan is wrongfully detained by the Home Office and threatened UNITED KINGDOM
with deportation.

English-100

2020

SWEDEN

Swedish-100

2015

RPT

MA

al

Y

als

Y

Y

Y

M

2020-11-11

2310

Drama

Girls Lost

Three young girls' friendship is tested after they plant a special flower. The
Nectar from the flower changes their lives, and friendship, forever.

2020-11-11

2510

Drama

Happy End

A drama about a family set in Calais with the European refugee crisis as the
backdrop.

FRANCE

French-100

2017

RPT

M

als

Y

The House By The Sea

By a little bay near Marseille lies a picturesque villa owned by an old man. His
three children have gathered by his side for his last days: Angela, an actress
living in Paris, Joseph, who has just fallen in love with a girl half his age and
Armand, the only one who stayed behind in Marseille to run the family’s small
restaurant. It’s time for them to weigh up what they have inherited of their
father’s ideals and the community spirit he created in this magical place. The
arrival, at a nearby cove, of a group of boat people will throw these moments
of reflection into turmoil.

FRANCE

French-100

2018

RPT

M

l

Y

The Piano Tuner Of Earthquakes

A mad doctor turns people into mechanical toys. Now he has the lovely opera
singer Malvina in his sights. Directed by Timothy Quay and Stephen Quay, and UNITED KINGDOM
stars Amira Casar and Gottfried John.

English-50;
Portuguese-50

2005

RPT

PG

Long Way North

In 1882, a young Russian aristocrat goes on an epic adventure to find out what
happened to her grandfather and save her family's reputation.

English-100

2015

RPT

PG

2020-11-11

2020-11-12

2020-11-12

2710

0510

0705

Drama

Fantasy

Animation

DENMARK

Y

2020-11-12

2020-11-12

2020-11-12

2020-11-12

2020-11-12

0835

1035

1150

1330

1535

Drama

Animation

Action Adventure

Drama

Family

Viceroy's House

In 1947, Lord Mountbatten assumes the post of last Viceroy, charged with
handing India back to its people, living upstairs at the house which was the
home of British rulers, whilst 500 Hindu, Muslim and Sikh servants lived
downstairs.

A Cat In Paris

Meet Dino, a common house cat who lives a double life. He's the loyal pet of
Zoe, a lonely little girl who lives with her busy single mother Jeanne, a police
detective. But after sundown when Zoe goes to sleep, Dino sneaks off to
accompany debonair cat burglar Nico, and their nightly prowls take them on
breathtaking escapades across the rooftops of Paris. Eventually, Zoe discovers
what Dino is up to and she too becomes drawn into a thrilling adventure
involving jewels, gangsters and capital-T trouble, all leading to a nail-biting and
acrobatic finale atop the gothic Notre Dame.

Operation Arctic

Julia and her twin siblings Sindre and Ida have moved to a small town with
their mother. Desperate to reach their father, who is working in Southern
Norway, they secretly jump aboard a helicopter flying in his direction.
Unfortunately, the helicopter changes its route. and soon they find themselves
lost and alone at a deserted island. Now the three are forced to face the epic
powers of nature, as both blizzards and hungry polar bears threaten their very
existence.

The Orator

Set deep on the lush Samoan island of Upolu, this is the tale of a love woven
by fate, parted by an unforgiving past, to be restored with courage.
Marginalised at the outskirts of the village, Saili lives quietly with his wife
Vaaiga and her teenage daughter Litia, until her brother Poto arrives
unexpectedly and demands she return to her family, ending seventeen years
of banishment. With his neighbours encroaching on his land and his family
threatened, Saili is forced to defy expectations and discover the depth and
strength of his love for his wife and family.

The Castle Of Cagliostro

When master thief Lupin III discovers that the money he robbed from a casino
is counterfeit, he goes to Cagliostro, rumoured to be the source of the forgery.
There he discovers a beautiful princess, Clarisse, who's being forced to marry
the count. In order to rescue Clarisse and foil the count, Lupin teams up with
his regular adversary, Inspector Zenigata, and fellow thief Fujiko Mine.

UNITED KINGDOM

English-100

2017

RPT

PG

a

FRANCE

English-100

2011

RPT

PG

av

NORWAY

English-50;
Norwegian-50

2014

RPT

PG

a

Y

NEW ZEALAND

Samoan-100

2012

RPT

PG

a

Y

JAPAN

English-100

1979

RPT

PG

UNITED KINGDOM

English-100

2017

RPT

PG

als

USA

English-100

2013

RPT

M

a

A young Nigerian boy is sent to be raised by a white British family in the hopes
of securing a better future, and instead becomes the feared leader of a white UNITED KINGDOM
skinhead gang.

English-100

2018

MA

alv

A drama about a family set in Calais with the European refugee crisis as the
backdrop.

French-100

2017

M

als

2020-11-12

1735

Drama

Mary Shelley

She will forever be remembered as the writer who gave the world
Frankenstein. But the real life story of Mary Shelley - and the creation of her
immortal monster - is nearly as fantastical as her fiction.

2020-11-12

1950

Romance

The Face Of Love

A lonely widow begins a romance with an art teacher who looks just like her
late husband but does not tell him of the resemblance.

2020-11-12

2020-11-12

2130

2325

Drama

Drama

Farming

Happy End

Black
Lives
Matter
Collection

FRANCE

RPT

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

2020-11-12

2020-11-12

2020-11-13

2020-11-13

2525

2720

0515

0720

Action Adventure

Comedy

Drama

Family

The Raid

Deep in the heart of Jakarta's slums lies an impenetrable multi-level safe
house for the world's most dangerous killers and gangsters. Until now, the
rundown apartment block has been considered untouchable to even the
bravest of police. Cloaked under the cover of pre-dawn darkness, an elite
SWAT team is tasked with raiding the safe house in order to take down the
notorious drug lord that runs it. But when their cover is blown, all the
building's exits are blocked. Stranded on the 6th floor with no way out, the
unit must fight their way through the city's worst to survive. Directed by
Gareth Evans and stars Iko Uwais, Ananda George and Ray Sahetap.

Woman At War

Halla is a fifty-year-old independent Icelandic woman, a respected choir leader
who lives a mysterious double life. Known to the public only by her alias 'The
Mountain Woman,' Halla is a passionate environmental activist, secretly
waging a one-woman-war on the local aluminium industry and risking
everything to conserve the pristine Icelandic highlands she loves. But as her
actions grow bolder and her legend grows, an unexpected letter changes
everything - her application to adopt a child has finally been accepted and
there is a little girl waiting for her in Ukraine. Before she can fulfil her dream of
becoming a mother, Halla plots an attack to deal the mining companies one
final crippling blow.

The Orator

Set deep on the lush Samoan island of Upolu, this is the tale of a love woven
by fate, parted by an unforgiving past, to be restored with courage.
Marginalised at the outskirts of the village, Saili lives quietly with his wife
Vaaiga and her teenage daughter Litia, until her brother Poto arrives
unexpectedly and demands she return to her family, ending seventeen years
of banishment. With his neighbours encroaching on his land and his family
threatened, Saili is forced to defy expectations and discover the depth and
strength of his love for his wife and family.

The Castle Of Cagliostro

When master thief Lupin III discovers that the money he robbed from a casino
is counterfeit, he goes to Cagliostro, rumoured to be the source of the forgery.
There he discovers a beautiful princess, Clarisse, who's being forced to marry
the count. In order to rescue Clarisse and foil the count, Lupin teams up with
his regular adversary, Inspector Zenigata, and fellow thief Fujiko Mine.
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Mary Shelley

She will forever be remembered as the writer who gave the world
Frankenstein. But the real life story of Mary Shelley - and the creation of her
immortal monster - is nearly as fantastical as her fiction.
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Long Way North

In 1882, a young Russian aristocrat goes on an epic adventure to find out what
happened to her grandfather and save her family's reputation.

Viceroy's House

In 1947, Lord Mountbatten assumes the post of last Viceroy, charged with
handing India back to its people, living upstairs at the house which was the
home of British rulers, whilst 500 Hindu, Muslim and Sikh servants lived
downstairs.
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A Cat In Paris

Meet Dino, a common house cat who lives a double life. He's the loyal pet of
Zoe, a lonely little girl who lives with her busy single mother Jeanne, a police
detective. But after sundown when Zoe goes to sleep, Dino sneaks off to
accompany debonair cat burglar Nico, and their nightly prowls take them on
breathtaking escapades across the rooftops of Paris. Eventually, Zoe discovers
what Dino is up to and she too becomes drawn into a thrilling adventure
involving jewels, gangsters and capital-T trouble, all leading to a nail-biting and
acrobatic finale atop the gothic Notre Dame.
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City Of Ember

An underground city is supposed to give shelter for 200 years. Unfortunately,
power supply is failing slowly but surely.

Operation Arctic

Julia and her twin siblings Sindre and Ida have moved to a small town with
their mother. Desperate to reach their father, who is working in Southern
Norway, they secretly jump aboard a helicopter flying in his direction.
Unfortunately, the helicopter changes its route. and soon they find themselves
lost and alone at a deserted island. Now the three are forced to face the epic
powers of nature, as both blizzards and hungry polar bears threaten their very
existence.
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Raising Arizona

H.I. McDonnough (Nicolas Cage) is a multiple-convicted armed robber who
falls in love with Edwina (Holly Hunter), a young policewoman who takes his
mug shots. They end up getting married, with H.I. vowing to stop robbing
convenience stores. They try to start a family, but Ed finds out that she is
barren. Since they can't adopt, due to H.I's extensive record, their marriage is
going nowhere.
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Rabbit-Proof Fence

Based on the true story of three young Aboriginal girls, Molly and Daisy and
their cousin, Gracie, who in 1931, were forcibly removed from their mothers
and their home in Jigalong and moved over fifteen hundred miles away, as a
part of official 'White Australia' Government policy. Molly leads her younger
sister and cousin on a brave escape and in a bid to find their way home,
following, on foot, the rabbit-proof fence that cuts across the Gibson Desert
and towards Jigalong.
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Woman At War

Halla is a fifty-year-old independent Icelandic woman, a respected choir leader
who lives a mysterious double life. Known to the public only by her alias 'The
Mountain Woman,' Halla is a passionate environmental activist, secretly
waging a one-woman-war on the local aluminium industry and risking
everything to conserve the pristine Icelandic highlands she loves. But as her
actions grow bolder and her legend grows, an unexpected letter changes
everything - her application to adopt a child has finally been accepted and
there is a little girl waiting for her in Ukraine. Before she can fulfil her dream of
becoming a mother, Halla plots an attack to deal the mining companies one
final crippling blow.
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The House By The Sea

By a little bay near Marseille lies a picturesque villa owned by an old man. His
three children have gathered by his side for his last days: Angela, an actress
living in Paris, Joseph, who has just fallen in love with a girl half his age and
Armand, the only one who stayed behind in Marseille to run the family’s small
restaurant. It’s time for them to weigh up what they have inherited of their
father’s ideals and the community spirit he created in this magical place. The
arrival, at a nearby cove, of a group of boat people will throw these moments
of reflection into turmoil.
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The Raid

Deep in the heart of Jakarta's slums lies an impenetrable multi-level safe
house for the world's most dangerous killers and gangsters. Until now, the
rundown apartment block has been considered untouchable to even the
bravest of police. Cloaked under the cover of pre-dawn darkness, an elite
SWAT team is tasked with raiding the safe house in order to take down the
notorious drug lord that runs it. But when their cover is blown, all the
building's exits are blocked. Stranded on the 6th floor with no way out, the
unit must fight their way through the city's worst to survive. Directed by
Gareth Evans and stars Iko Uwais, Ananda George and Ray Sahetap.
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Long Way North

In 1882, a young Russian aristocrat goes on an epic adventure to find out what
happened to her grandfather and save her family's reputation.
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A Cat In Paris

Meet Dino, a common house cat who lives a double life. He's the loyal pet of
Zoe, a lonely little girl who lives with her busy single mother Jeanne, a police
detective. But after sundown when Zoe goes to sleep, Dino sneaks off to
accompany debonair cat burglar Nico, and their nightly prowls take them on
breathtaking escapades across the rooftops of Paris. Eventually, Zoe discovers
what Dino is up to and she too becomes drawn into a thrilling adventure
involving jewels, gangsters and capital-T trouble, all leading to a nail-biting and
acrobatic finale atop the gothic Notre Dame.
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Vanity Fair

Despite her poverty-stricken background, a young woman climbs the social
ladder in 19th-century England.

Operation Arctic

Julia and her twin siblings Sindre and Ida have moved to a small town with
their mother. Desperate to reach their father, who is working in Southern
Norway, they secretly jump aboard a helicopter flying in his direction.
Unfortunately, the helicopter changes its route. and soon they find themselves
lost and alone at a deserted island. Now the three are forced to face the epic
powers of nature, as both blizzards and hungry polar bears threaten their very
existence.

City Of Ember

An underground city is supposed to give shelter for 200 years. Unfortunately,
power supply is failing slowly but surely.
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Mary And Max

A tale of friendship between two unlikely pen pals: Mary, a lonely, eight-yearold girl living in the suburbs of Melbourne, and Max, a forty-four-year old,
severely obese man living in New York. Nominated for Best Film at the 2009
AFI Awards. Directed by Adam Elliott and narrated by Barry Humphries, and
voiced by Philip Seymour Hoffman, Toni Collette and Eric Bana.
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Manje Bistre

SBS
World
Movies
Celebrates
Diwali

While getting prepared for his sister's wedding, a young man attempts to woo
a girl whose marriage to another man has already been fixed.
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Sonu Ke Titu Ki Sweety

SBS
World
Movies
Celebrates
Diwali

Childhood friends Sonu and Titu's friendship is tested when an innocent Titu
decides to marry Sweety, who is not just behind his money but is hell-bent on
breaking their friendship too.
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Lion

SBS
World
Movies
Celebrates
Diwali

A five-year-old Indian boy gets lost on the streets of Calcutta, thousands of
kilometres from home. He survives many challenges before being adopted by
a couple in Australia. 25 years later, he sets out to find his lost family.

The Extraordinary Journey Of
The Fakir

SBS
World
Movies
Celebrates
Diwali

In order to find his estranged father after his dedicated mother dies, an Indian
street magician travels to France.

Subedar Joginder Singh
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A biographical feature film on Subedar Joginder Singh. He fought three wars
for India before achieving martyrdom in the Sino-Indian War of 1962, while
commanding a platoon in North Eastern Frontier Agency (NEFA). The story
portrays his character and motivation in the scene of battle.
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In the small town of Chanderi, the menfolk live in fear of an evil spirit named
'Stree' who abducts men in the night. Based on the urban legend of 'Nale Ba'
that went viral in Karnataka in the 1990s.
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